
Automatic Rhinestone Transfer Machine

Main Features:

> Automatic machine to make rhinestones or rhinestuds transfer motifs.
> 4 sizes or 4 colors in the same drawing.
> Max Speed: 200 rhinestones per minute.
> Rhinestone size: From 2 mm (ss6) until 5mm (ss20). Optional up to 10mm (ss45).
> Maximum working area: 500mm x 320mm.
> Simple, compact and low cost.
> For industry or customization.
> Reliable and low cost maintenance.
> Easy and intuitive creation software.
> Easily transportable.
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Other features:

strassbox

Software included: Funtime
> Allows you to make drawnings of rhinestones or rhinestuds with real images in the 
desired size in a fast and simple way.

> Includes over 30 fonts, all ready to offer you the the best result on lettering, words 
and phrases.

> Includes 700 ready shapes which can be adapted, resized and special effects can be 
applied.

> Includes an Auto trace feature that will save you a lot of time.

> Draw whatever you want with it as if you were using a pen.

> USB connection.
> Drawings with unlimited number of rhinestones.

Vacuum pump
> Replaces the use of the air compressor.
> The machine becomes more versatile.
> Ideal to use in places that don’t allow the use of 
compressed air.
> Simpler - requires less maintenance.
> Cheaper - consumes less energy.
> Cleaner - no existence of water or oil, usually found in the 
compressed air piping.
> Less noise.

Optional:

Software
> GEM by Pulse 
Thanks to GEM Software and DG/ML by Pulse, designs can
be produced in minutes and sent both to GEMfix machine
and embroidery machine simultaneously, reducing 
production time considerably.
Open embroidery flies (.dst) and combine embroidery with
rhinestones.
Easily import vector files (cdr, ai, dxf, eps, dts, ...) directly into
GEM by Pulse while preserving both vector points and
colors of the original file.
Select one segment and decide whether to just add stones
to the line or fill the entire area of the vector.
It becomes easy to combine embroidery with rhinestones
on the same design.

Rhinestones bigger than 5mm
> Allows you to place rhinestones up to 10mm (ss45)

Type.............................................................................................. arm type mode
Working area............................................................................. 500 x 320 mm
Memory....................................................................................... unlimited (pc / laptop not included)
Production rate (rhinestones per minute)...................... 200 rpm (maximum speed)
Dimensions (without/with box).......................................... 760 x 800 x 380 mm / 930 x 1200 x 650 mm
Compressor (liters per minute).......................................... 100L/min or only the vaccum pump
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